INTERLIBRARY LOANS: RENEWALS

1. Interlibrary loans (ILL) may be renewed if allowed by the lending library.

2. To renew an ILL:
   - Patron requests the renewal
   - Advise patron to hold book until renewal is confirmed or denied
   - Inform ILL office of request giving patron’s name, book title, date due
   - ILL Technician will confirm or deny renewal via lending library
   - Renewal date will be made in Voyager by ILL office
   - ILL office will notify patron of renewal or denial
   - If renewal is denied, ILL office will inform patron to return book

3. Patrons can access their library accounts to review due dates at this web address:
   http://peninsula.library.ctc.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?DB=local&amp;PAGE=pbLogon